100 years ago AUER gave light to the world, creating something
better than electric bulbs, a gas burner giving a real white light

THE REVOLUTIONARY

PULSE BOILER
Condensation at the best...
...and much more!

Ask your retailer for
this video

“The PULSE BOILER,
is a new breed of boiler.
A new approach to gas heating.
It’s simple, it’s effective
and it works !”
Michel CHEVALET.
NATURAL
OR
PROPANE

Gas condensing
Condensation
With traditional gas boilers fumes are thrown out at high
temperatures, which means a loss of heat.
With condensing boilers fumes temperatures are much
lower. Part of the heat of the combustion gas are
recovered and the heat loss is much less.

WITH THE PULSE BOILER,
CONDENSATION IS AT THE BEST
The PULSE boiler has been designed with condensation
in mind, but WITH MUCH IMPROVEMENTS.
With a standard condensing boiler, only part of the
fumes, in close contact with the surface of the heat
exchanger are concerned (like condensation on a
window), with the pulse boiler fumes are wholly
concerned and homogeneously condensated in the
heat exchanger (like in a mist).

THE RESULT :

Low fumes temperatures, as low as 25°C,
giving the possibility to use a simple PVC pipe
to channel fumes up to 25 meters. Installation
is simple, quick, and can be achieved almost
everywhere.
The PULSE boiler is operating without burner,
which is the best solution for a long lasting
efficient operating

Undemanding, economic and environmentally
friendly, Auer PULSE boiler is the future of the
condensation

Michel CHEVALET
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“The PULSE boiler is a new breed of boiler.
A new approach to gas heating.
It,s simple, it’s effective, and it works !”

PULSE boiler:
at the best.
WHY THE AUER PULSE BOILER IS REACHING SUCH A LEVEL OF
EFFICIENCY ?

1
2
3
4
5
6

Because of a revolutionary concept
of condensation

AN INTEGRATED ELECTRONIC REGULATION

Originally designed for more
cost-savings

FOR A MORE EFFICIENT DOMESTIC HOT WATER PRODUCTION

The PULSE boiler is condensing
more and over a longer period

TO EASE FITTER’S OPERATIONS

The most simple
and the most economic installation

INDUSTRIAL, TERTIARY OR COLLECTIVE

The best solution
and the easyest to set in place

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

PULSE boiler, a great achievement for the
planet’s preservation

TECHNICAL FEATURES

pages
4 to 5

pages
6 to 7

pages
8 to 9

pages
10 to 11

pages
12 to 13

pages
14 to 15

pages
16 to 23

Discover with
Michel CHEVALET
a revolutionary
and efficient
technology :
THE PULSE BOILER
Call your retailer for
a DVD, a CD- Rom,
or a VHS
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CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

WHY THE AUER PULSE BOILER IS REACHING
SUCH A LEVEL OF EFFICIENCY ?

Because of a revolutionary concept
of condensation
Thousands of PULSE boilers have been installed since 10 years

OPERATION PRINCIPLE
The PULSE boiler is the only boiler
replacing a continuous flame with a
series of micro-combustions (without
burner), which is a self-sustained
system.
How it works ?
The air/gas mix is introduced directly into the
combustion chamber (fig.1) and this creates a
micro-combustion (fig.2).

This boiler never needs adjustments.
The operation principle and the lack of
burner are giving an astonishing and lifelasting efficiency.

The combustion gas are channeled through
the pipes of the coil heat exchanger, creating
a pressure drop. The pressure drop allows a
new flow of air/gas mix into the chamber.

Because of a very low fumes
temperature (down to 25°C) a simple
PVC pipe can be used, and this shows
really the efficiency of the thermal
exchange.

This cycle repeats itself and is self-sustained
at a rate of 115 micro-combustions every
second.

An astonishing efficiency, better than
109% on the Net Calorific Value.

HIGHLY EFFICIENT
Because of a revolutionary concept, the
PULSE boiler provides a real efficient
thermal exchange for a lower energy
consumption.
How it works ?
The heat exchanger is made of 18 coiled
pipes located below the combustion
chamber. This heat exchanger is dipped into
heating water to optimise thermal exchange .
Pressure/loss of pressure alternating with the
same rythm as the micro-combustions are
creating a turbulent flow of burned gas into
the heat exchanger, ensuring an astonishing
efficiency of the thermal exchange with the
heating water.
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HIGHLIGHTS

A 40% cost reduction compared with a
traditional boiler because of a more
efficient consentation rate, and then an
unballanced economical rate.

This system is self-sustained.
In operation, electric power
consumption is divided by 4 when
compared with any other condensing
boiler because a PULSE boiler do not
need a fan to maintain combustion.

CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

A BETTER HEAT EXCHANGE
Gas valve

Water
outlet

Ignitor

Combustion
chamber

Turbulent flow into
a PULSE boiler heat exchanger

“With the PULSE boiler combustion gas are leaving the
combustion chamber at high speeds and with bursts.
This creates a turbulent flow breaking the boundary
layer, then improving the heat exchange.
This explains the astonishing efficiency of this boiler.
Boundary layer

Heat
exchanger

Laminar flow into
a standard boiler heat exchanger

Admission
chamber

“With a standard boiler combustion gas produced by a
sustained combustion are leaving the combustion
chamber at high temperature and low speed.
This creates a layer of low speed gas close to the
surface of the heat exchanger, the boundary layer. This
boundary layer reduce the heat exchange”
Michel CHEVALET.

Gas block
Water
inlet

Combustion
gas outlet

FULL STAINLESS
STEEL heat exchanger
The PÜLSE boiler is using a
high quality and long lasting
material: 316L stainless steel

Fig. 1

Jean-Marc GEORGE , local chairman:
“When you look at the theory of how this boiler works, you
can see that a very, very high level of efficiency is achieved
due to its immersed combustion chamber, which results in
optimised heat exchange, plus the fact that the combustion
gas are discharged at a relatively low temperature.
This leads to optimum efficiency.”

Fig. 2
AGENCE POUR
LE DEVELOPPEMENT ET
LA MAáTRISE DE L’ENERGIE
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* French agency for energy development and control

CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

AN INTEGRATED ELECTRONIC
REGULATION

Originally designed for more
cost-savings
THE REGULATION
Adjusting the boiler operation to the
heating need.

HIGHLIGHTS

The integrated electronic regulation of the
PULSE boiler is designed to run separately
up to three independent heating circuits,
such as radiators, convectors, heating floors,
Domestic Hot Water, a swimming-pool heater,
aerotherms, etc.

The electronic regulation, with its full
range of operating modes, is integrated
at production level in each PULSE
boiler, without extra cost.

This regulation is also designed to run
independently each circ u i t according to
Comfort, Economic or Anti-freeze mode
for an improved comfort when heated
volumes are in use and cost-savings when
not used.

Up to 15% cost-savings. This electronic
regulation is designed to optimize energy
consumption together with a high level of
comfort.

EXEMPLE
With a schedule that might be different according to
the days of the week for each circuit, you can adjust
heating to everyone’s life style.

This regulation automatically adjusts
the operating of the boiler to the
requested heating temperature ,
according to outside temperature.

Self-control corrects and optimizes
the heating water temperature according
to the ambient temperature of each
area for even more comfort and
additional cost-savings.

Circuit 1 : running radiators, first floor into an
independant house (Sleeping rooms).
Circuit 2 : running a floor heating, ground floor to heat
l i v i n g - rooms (sitting room, dining ro o m ,
kitchen, office).
Circuit 3 : running Domestic Hot Water, scheduled to
optimize production for high demand
periods (morning and evening).
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CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

About radiators :
Either with one or several circuits, the
electronic regulation supplies a very accurate
heating water temperature for a better use of
the original condensing capabilities of the
PULSE boiler, both with standard radiators
(80°C) or with low temperature radiators
(65°C).
About floor heating :
Either with one or several circuits, the
electronic regulation, extremely accurate, is
able to supply a heating water temperature
as low as 22°C .

HIGHLIGHTS
With the PULSE boiler you can
connect your boiler directly to a
floor heating without accessories
(No 3-ways diverter, no mixing valve
needed).
Even if floor heating, radiators and
Domestic Hot Water production are
connected to the same boiler, the
PULSE boiler will control each
circuit independently for more
savings.

Installing a floor heating into
a 145 sqm independent house.

Jean ROLAND, fitter :
“Here you have a floor heating needing a low level
water temperature, about 30°(...)
(...) This PULSE boiler is able to do that, besides without
a mixing valve(...)
(...)nowdays very few boilers can supply 30° .”
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CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

FOR A MORE EFFICIENT DOMESTIC HOT
WATER PRODUCTION

The PULSE boiler is condensing
more and over a longer period
For Domestic Hot Water production, the
PULSE boiler can be associated to a
standard water accumulation system, or th
the PROFUSION system.
The integrated electronic regulation of the
PULSE boiler is set to limit the water
temperature of the circuit heating the
Domestic Hot Water tank to the lowest value,
for a better condensation.

HIGHLIGHTS
Compared with an instantaneous Domestic
Hot Water supply system, the PULSE
boiler is runing less and will be more
quickly available for heating, which leads
for more effective savings.

The PULSE boiler constantly controls
Domestic Hot Water priority, whole or
partial, over heating, to insure a greater
comfort and constant cost control.
During the summer season, a fast
temperature increase of the heat exchanger
associated with a low loss of temperature
when not in operation avoids over-cost.
A Legionnaires desease free system is
incorporated to the PULSE boiler for a
better hygien.

WATER
ACCUMULATION
SYSTEM

The PROFUSION system is the
possibility to combine high flow rate and
small overall dimensions with casing lines
directly inspired from those of the PULSE
boiler.

“PROFUSION”
SYSTEM
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CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

WHAT IS THE “PROFUSION” SYSTEM ?
This is the possibility to have large quantities of Domestic Hot Water without
having to reheat the associated water tank unless necessary.
Thus, besides maintaining a very high flow rate, the heating water returns to
the boiler at very low temperature (almost the temperature of a cold tape),
increasing condensation, for more energy savings.
With a side by side tank, outlook is great and connections are easy.
DC

6

2

A Under 10 L/min the heat exchanger

supplies Domestic Hopt Water without
drawing from the tank

3

B Over 10 L/min the tank supplies

4

additional Domestic Hot Water
up to 23 L/min

1

A

5

B

1

20 kW PULSE boiler

2

Main DHW* pump

3

Heat exchanger

4

84 L storage tank

5

DHW* secondary pump

6

Heating circuit pump

DC Heating outflow
RC Heating backflow

RC

* DHW: Domestic Hot Water

See p.18 and p.23 for accessories and datas

Refurbishment of an 18 flats building

Jacky SELLIER, fitter in Saleux (80) :
« The thermal engineer contracted for a 20% energy saving...And I am sure
to reach between 25% and 27% in savings.
For Domestic Hot Water production (…) pulse boilers are condensing
between 80% to 90% of running time.»
[« Le Journal du Chauffage et du Sanitaire » - Mai 2005].
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CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

TO EASE FITTER’S OPERATIONS

The most simple and
the most economic installation
The PULSE boiler has been designed to
ease
installation.
Reduced
overall
dimensions combined with the possibility to
install this boiler almost everywhere are
making the PULSE boiler something reliable
and easy to locate.
The PULSE boiler can be installed
e v e r y w h e re without problems, into
basement, cellar, garage, etc... even in a
place unsuitable for other boilers like a blind
room without chimney and no outsdide wall.
And because burned gas might have a
t e m p e r a t u re as low as 25°C, it is not
necessary to install an (often expensive)
specific flue. A simple PVC pipe (40 or 63 mm
diameter) will be enought.

HIGHLIGHTS
No more expensive flue pipe, a simple
PVC pipe (40 or 63 mm diameter) will be
enought to channel fumes.
Up to 25 m, either horizontally or
vertically, a simple PVC pipe can be
used as a flue pipe !
Installation ca be achieved trouble-free
almost everywhere in a building.
To ease installation connections are
simple and quick.
Besides, the PULSE boiler is fashionable,
compact and light weight.
Ideal to preserve the architecture lines
(listed front-walls, historical buildings, and
so on)
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See p.18 and p.23 for accessories and datas

CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

Some examples of PVC flues
Connection to existing chimney

Roof-side tile outlet

Tight operation with air inlet
through outside wall

Direct outlet to outside wall

In accordance with existing regulations.

Building 12 cottages in Lampertheim

Gilles LEHEU, the promotor :
“Main advantage of the PULSE boiler is the fact this boiler do
not need a chimneyu...
...For me, avoiding the construction of chimneys
means saving about 3000 € on such a program.”
...A simple PVC pipe is enough.”
Installing an heating station
into a multiflat building in Strasbourg

Yves ROTH, the fitter :
“We had a problem with the chimney, which was not sized to
channel fumes using a standard boiler;
the only solution with this configuration
was using the PULSE boiler
because total height is 25 meters”
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CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

INDUSTRIAL, TERTIARY OR COLLECTIVE

The best solution and the easyest
to set in place.
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See p.19 to 21 and p.23 for installation examples, accessories and datas

CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

The regulation is designed with a build-in possibility
to control a group of boilers (2, 3, 4 or more if needed),
without output limitation.
Only need is to connect with a pilot-wire the master-boiler
to slave boiler(s).
When heating is on request, the master-boiler will start
and control additional output needed starting slaveboiler(s).

HIGHLIGHTS
No more large engineering work to
group several PULSE boilers. Because
of small overall dimensions, a light weight
and easy connections, they can be easily
installed in supposed to be difficult to
access space.
No more lack of heating in case of
failure, the other PULSE boiler(s) will
automatically take-over to supply needed
heating during maintenance and repair if
needed .
For more savings, the pulse boiler can
be easily coupled with a more ecological
energy source, i.e. solar energy.

Installation of an heating station into the
basement of an hotel inside COLMAR.

Marc BRUNETTE, the fitter :
“All four PULSE boilers have been installed into the
basement to supply heating and Domestic Hot Water
using only the build-in regulation». [«L’Installateur» Octobre 2004]
See p.20 and p.21 for datas
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CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

ÉCOLOGY, PROTECTION
OF THE ENVIRONMENT

PULSE boiler,
a great achievement
for the planet
ÉCOLOGY AND PLANET’S PRESERVATION
The PULSE boiler is environment friendly and engineered to limit
as much as possible Greenhouse Gas and these responsible
of acid rains.
From this point of view the PULSE boiler actively helps protecting the planet.
The basic principle of the PULSE boiler helps
efficiently reducing :
- acid rains because of a low level of NOx production
(close to 0).
- Greenhouse gas because a lower gas consumption is
the best way to limit CO2 production.

“CHOOSE A PULSE BOILER
IS AN ECOLOGY MINDED CHOICE.
IT’S A POTENT STEP AHEAD FOR OUR FUTURE
AND THE FUTURE OF OUR CHILDRENS”
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CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

The point of view of the ADEME
(FRENCH AGENCY FOR

ENERGY DEVELOPMENT AND CONTROL)

“An economic and
environmentally friendly boiler”

AGENCE POUR
LE DEVELOPPEMENT ET
LA M AÎTRISE DE L’ENERGIE

See p.22 for solar pannels coupling

YOU WANT TO KNOW MORE
ABOUT THE PULSE BOILER?

• Ask for a Michel CHEVALET* video (DVD, VHS or CD
Rom) to your retailer.
*Well known french TV science journalist.

• Call our Sales Department and discover a PULSE
boiler in operation inside one of our moving showrooms touring inside France or through displays
during fairs worldwide.
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CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

EASY TO USE AND PILOT
Adjustments ans settings of the PULSE boiler are done using
two buttons only.
An easy to read display provides on-time informations about
settings and operational mode.
Operation mode might be automatic (according to outside
temperature), Manual, Summer time, Anti-freeze or Holydays.

1
2

12
11
10
9

8

7
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1

Time display

2

Operating mode display

3

Operating mode choice

4

Increase command for the
value under setting (T°...)

5

Reset or
“Holidays” mode shift

6

Decrease command for the
value under setting (T°...)

7

Timer setting or schedule setting
for a specific circuit

6

5

4

3

8

Display of the computed schedule for a
specific circuit and a date

9

Display of the circuit under setting

10

Heating circuit water temperature display
of a specific circuit

11

Heating temperature requested for a
specific area

12

Date

See p.6 for regulation

CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

MAIN ACCESSORIES
SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED FOR THE PULSE BOILER
AND FOR A MORE EFFICIENT USE

DOMESTIC HOT WATER
ACCUMULATION TANKS
PEJ : Stainless-steel 130 litres or 210 litres tanks
With PEJ 130 & PEJ 210, we guarantee the best performances and the best
economical use of the PULSE boiler.
• Double sheet tank for more insulation
• Furnished with a water sensor [DHW sensor (Réf. 710023) optional]
• Can be installed vertically (floor/wall) or horizontally (wall)
• Connection for tight DHW circuit
PEJ 130 : Ref. 341201

PEJ 210 : Ref. 341202

VS : Enameled steel 750 litres or 1000 litres vertical tank
• Coil enameled heat exchanger with a wide surface
• Bulb thermostat
• Housed after installation into a M0 class insulation sheet (aluminium
+ 50 mm of rockwool) or into a M1 class insulation cover (PVC
outside sheet + 50 mm of rockwool)
VS 750 RM0 : Ref. 342100

VS 1000 RM0 : Ref. 342102

VS 750 RM1 : Ref. 342101

VS 1000 RM1 : Ref. 342103

See p.9 and p.23for the ‘Profusion’ Domestic Hot Water supply system
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CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

HYDRAULIC KITS HP2 / HP3
HP2 (2 circuits) and HP3 (3 circuits) kits are used for a quicker and
simplified hydraulic connection.
• Hydraulic assembly for connection to the heating and the
Domestic Hot Water circuits.
• Build-in hydraulic and electric connections.
• HP2, a two circuits hydraulic kit, includes two water pumps,
non-return valves, stopcocks, a safety valve with a manometer
and a blind tube for connection to an expension vessel (not
supplied).
• HP3, a three circuits hydraulic kit, includes three water
pumps, a 3-way motorized diverter with a water sensor, an
ambience sensor for the area concerned by the 3-way diverter,
a floor heating temperature sensor, non-return valves,
stopcocks, a safety valve with a manometer and a blind tube for
connection to an expension vessel (not supplied).
Kit HP2 : Ref. 710062

Kit HP3 : Ref. 710063

AMBIENCE SENSOR
The ambience sensor and its build-in sensor allows, for each two
heating circuits, an accurate control of the ambient temperature in the
area where this device is installed. This allows the anti-freeze control
and a remote control of the boiler:
• -3°C to + 3°C correction of the ambient temperature using the
comfort mode.
• A u t o m atic operating depending on timer, Full Comfort or
Economic mode.
Amibience sensor : Ref. 740010 (included into HP3 kit)

ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
• Domestic Hot Water sensor : Ref. 710023
• 3-ways diverter water sensor : Ref. 710024 (included into HP3 kit)
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CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

AUER CAN ALSO SUPPLY A RANGE OF ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES
DESIGNED FOR SPECIFIC USE
SOLUTIONS TO SUPPLY AND ACCOUNTING INDIVIDUAL CONSUMPTION
INTO MULTI-FLATS BUILDINGS.

Central heating individual distribution
Multi-flats thermic distribution kit
and multi-stories distribution kit.
• Central heating individual distribution system.
• Link between main supply and each flat circuits.
• Located into technical rooms of buildings.
• Each water circuit remains independant.
• Main supply may be to right or to left.
• Possibility of a direct connection to flats from the ceiling ((in this
case anti-thermosyphon valves are needed)

Logix 80 and 120 independent sub-station.
Heating and Domestic Hot Water production
control.
• 80 or 120 litres compact Domestic Hot Water storage tank.
• Located into flats, close to distribution points.
• Front-plate control command for Domestic Hot Water and heating
temperatures.
• Either in cold or warm season the main heating water is circulating
only in case of needs, without motorized diverter or any
accessories.
• Hydraulic system including pumps for the heating circuit and tank
refill with Domestic Hot Water priority.
• Simple and reliable technology (2 pumps) with low maintenance
(no burner, no chimney or tight flue)
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CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

INDIVIDUAL HOUSING INSTALLATION EXEMPLES
1 direct heating circuit and 1 mixed heating circuit
+ accumulated Domestic Hot Water

2 radiators circuits or 1 radiator circuit and 1 floor heating or 2 floor heating
with/without Domestic Hot Water

2 direct heating circuits
+ “Profusion” Domestic Hot Water production

2 radiators circuits or 2 floor heating circuits
with/without Domestic Hot Water

1 direct heating circuit

1 radiators circuit or 1 floor heating circuit
with/without Domestic Hot Water

MULTI FLATS HOUSING INSTALLATION EXEMPLES
Coupling 3 boilers :
Domestic Hot Water + radiators
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CONDENSING PULSE BOILER

The pulse boiler can
be installed
anywhere

here

there

The pulse boiler can
be installed
anywhere

there

here

elswhere

elswhere

The pulse boiler can
be installed
anywhere

The pulse boiler can
be installed
anywhere

here

here

The pulse boiler can
be installed
anywhere

elswhere

there

The pulse boiler
can be installed
anywhere

here

there
elswhere
The pulse boiler
can be installed
anywhere

elswere

there

here

there

elswere

also coupled by 2, by 3, by 5
or more if needed, without power limitation...

there
here

Coupling 2 boilers :
Domestic Hot Water production using an exchanger
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RENEWABLE ENERGIES
BOTH FOR TERTIARY OR INDIVIDUAL HOUSING, THE PULSE BOILER
CAN BE COUPLED WITH ANOTHER ENERGY SOURCE, SUCH AS
SOLAR, HEATING PUMP, ...
See p.14
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PULSE BOILER RANGE
DATAS

NEW !
Model

Pulse 20

Pulse 20 Profusion

Pulse 32

Pulse 40

113020

113084

113032

113040

25°C / 20°C

22,1 kW

22,1 kW

36,6 kW

44,5 kW

50°C / 30°C

21,7 kW

21,7 kW

36,2 kW

43,6 kW

80°C / 60°C

20,0 kW

20 kW

33,2 kW

40,0 kW

Reference
Output (kW)/Water temperature

Gas supply class

II2E+3P (Natural Gas - Propane)

Flow rate at nominal output
G 20

2,12 m3/h
3

G 25

2,25 m /h

G 31

1,60 kg/h

Propane

2,12 m3/h
2,25 m /h

3,63 m /h

4,39 m3/h

1,60 kg/h

2,62 kg/h

3,18 kg/h

Electric connection

230 V - 50 Hz
25 W

115 W

25 W

25 W

PVC Ø 40 mm

PVC Ø 40 mm

PVC Ø 63 mm

PVC Ø 63 mm

15 m

15 m

25 m

25 m

Lenght
(flue and air inlet if necessary)

If more see the manual

Flue connection

B23 et C53

Efficiency/Minimum CP(1)

Up to 109% (>98% / Maximum CP)

Loss at rest T 30°
Efficiency class
RT 2000
Efficiency label

4,34 m3/h

3

gas conversion kit supplied with the boiler

Power consumption
PVC M1 flue type

3,52 m3/h

3

44 W

44 W

62 W

62 W

condensing

condensing

condensing

condensing

7 points(2)

7 points(2)

7 points(2)

7 points(2)

!!!!

!!!!

!!!!

!!!!

Écology
NOx in mg/kWh
Noise level at 1 m (3)
Dimensions in mm H x L x D

10

10

12

22

41 dBA

41 dBA

42 dBA

44,5 dBA

1148 x 550 x 545

2 x 1148 x 550 x 545

1267 x 550 x 595

1267 x 550 x 595

Weight in kg

95

95 + 50

120

120

Water capacity in l

7

7

16

16
210

Water pressure loss, mm CE
T 20°C

70

70

210

T 10°C

315

315

845

845

1” 1/4

1” 1/4

1” 1/4

1” 1/4

Heating connection
Regulation and computation

3 circuits regulation, 3 timers, 3 schedules
build-in outside temperature sensor with DHW priority

DHW tank (option)

PEJ 130 PEJ 210

Integrated 84 litres tank

PEJ 130 PEJ 210

PEJ 130 PEJ 210

Total capacity (Litres)

130

210

84

130

210

130

Sustained flow rate 45°C in L/h

493

493

493

631

813

631

210
985

Specific flow rate
( T 30°K) en L/min

19

24,9

23

21,7

31,1

21,7

34,5

(1)

Water temperature : 30°C
In the case of a floor heating.
(3)
in acoustic chamber lab.
(2)

NATUREL
NATURAL
OU
OR
PROPANE
PROPANE

CERTIgaz
registered
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PULSE BOILER,
CONDENSATION AT THE BEST.
A NEW APPROACH TO GAS HEATING
FOR MORE SAVINGS.
A HIGH LEVEL OF EFFICIENCY
CONFIRMED BY PROFESSIONNALS

AUER ALSO PRESENTS LELIA,
A MASTERPIECE OF COMFORT AND SAVINGS,
A CONDENSING GAS BOILER WITH
TREMENDOUS QUALITIES
AVAILABLE INSTALLED OR FLOOR STANDING.

Call your retailer for a copy.

Your retailer :

Export Department
109, Bd Ney - 75876 PARIS Cedex 18
Tél. : +33 1 53 06 27 11 - Fax : +33 1 44 85 07 15
www.auer.fr
P roduction Site - Research and Development
Rue de la République - 80210 Feuquières-en-Vimeu
Tél. : +33 3 22 61 21 00 - Fax : +33 3 22 30 01 19

LA CHAUDIÈRE À COMBUSTION PULSATOIRE

POURQUOI LA PULSATOIRE ATTEINT
UN TEL RENDEMENT ?

Sa technologie de condensation
est révolutionnaire.
PRINCIPE DE FONCTIONNEMENT
La PULSATOIRE est la seule chaudière
qui fonctionne par successions de
micro-combustions (sans brûleur) et qui
permet d’avoir un système autoentretenu en permanence.
Comment ça marche ?

Cette chaudière ne se dérègle
jamais de par son principe de

Le mélange air gaz est introduit directement
dans la chambre de combustion (fig.1) et
déclenche une micro-combustion (fig.2).

fonctionnement et l’absence de brûleur,
assurant ainsi un rendement
exceptionnel à vie.

Les gaz de combustion sont véhiculés à
travers le faisceau de tubes de l’échangeur,
créant ainsi une dépression qui entraîne à
nouveau l’arrivée du mélange air/gaz.

Le système est auto-entretenu.
La consommation d’énergie
électrique est particulièrement
faible (25 W en fonctionnement continu)

Ce cycle recommence à l’infini au rythme de
115 micro-combustions par seconde.

car, la PULSATOIRE n’a pas besoin de
ventilateur pour entretenir la combustion.

UN ÉCHANGE EXCEPTIONNEL
La PULSATOIRE, grâce à sa technologie
r é v o l u t i o n n a i re, crée un échange
thermique vraiment efficace pour une
faible consommation d’énergie
Comment ça marche ?
L’échangeur est constitué d’un faisceau de
tubes en spirale placé sous la chambre de
combustion. Cet ensemble est immergé dans
l’eau de chauffage afin d’obtenir un échange
thermique optimum.
L’alternance de pression / dépre s s i o n
engendrée par les combustions successives
crée un écoulement turbulent des gaz de
combustion dans les tubes de l’échangeur,
transmettant ainsi à l’eau de chauffage le
maximum de son énergie.
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NOS AVANTAGES

Les fumées de combustion sortent
à de très basses températures
(jusqu’à 25°C) via un simple tube
de PVC.
Un rendement, jusqu’à 109% sur PCI.
40% d’économies par rapport à une
chaudière traditionnelle grâce à une
meilleure condensation et donc un
rendement d’exploitation sans équivalent.

LA CHAUDIÈRE À COMBUSTION PULSATOIRE

LE MEILLEUR ÉCHANGE
Valve gaz

Départ
d’eau

Tube avec écoulement turbulent
Positionneur
de flamme

Chambre de
combustion

“ Avec la combustion PULSAT O I R E, les gaz de
combustion sortent à grande vitesse et par saccades,
ce qui crée un écoulement turbulent qui brise la couche
limite et de fait, améliore le coefficient d'échange.
D'où le rendement étonnant et les avantages de cette
chaudière.”
Couche limite

Echangeur

Tube avec écoulement laminaire

Pot
d’admission

“Dans une chaudière classique, les gaz issus d’une
combustion continue, sortent à haute température et à
faible vitesse.
Sur les parois de l'échangeur se forme une couche de
gaz qui circule moins vite. C’est la couche limite, elle
joue le rôle d'isolant et freine les échanges.”
Michel CHEVALET.

Bloc gaz
Arrivée
d’eau

Sortie des
produits de
combustion

Corps de chauffe
TOUT en INOX
La PULSATOIRE est conçue
dans un matériau noble et
inaltérable : l’INOX 316L

Fig. 1

Fig. 2
AGENCE POUR
LE DEVELOPPEMENT ET
LA MAáTRISE DE L’ENERGIE

DIRECTEUR REGIONAL, Jean-Marc GEORGE :
“Lorsque l’on regarde le fonctionnement de cette chaudière
PULSATOIRE, on voit que l’on peut avoir un rendement très,
très intéressant, du fait d’une part que l’on a une chambre de
combustion immergée, donc on a un échange de chaleur
optimal, et d’autre part que les gaz de combustion sortent à
une température relativement faible.
On a donc un échange de chaleur optimal.”
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